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G-TRAN Series
Pirani Vacuum Gauge Sensor Unit
SW1-1 Standard Type
SW1-2 Serial Communication Type
Instruction Manual

This manual is for the sensor units of the
following serial numbers:
Serial Nos. 00001 and higher.
Read this manual before operation and keep it
at hand for immediate reference.

Components Division,
ULVAC, Inc.

Prior to Operation
Upon receipt of this detector, make sure that it is the correct model you ordered and that it is not damaged in
transit.
Read this instruction manual before installing, operating, inspecting, or
maintaining the product and fully understand the safety precautions,
specifications and operating procedures regarding the product.
The copyright of this instruction manual is held by ULVAC, Inc.
You are prohibited from copying any portion of this instruction manual without
the consent of ULVAC Inc.
You are also prohibited from disclosing or transferring this instruction manual
to third parties without the express written consent of ULVAC Inc.
The contents described in this instruction manual are subject to change without
prior notice because of changes in specifications or because of product
improvements.

Safety Notations
Safety symbols are used throughout this instruction manual to call the operator's
attention to safety. The terminology used in safety symbols is classified below.

✔ Note

Indicate status of urgency of danger when failure to comply with DANGER
results in serious personal injury or death
The work ignoring this warning will lead to serious damage to human life or
factory facility (including this equipment) at a high probability.
Indicate status of danger when failure to comply with WARNING results in
serious worker’s injury or death.
The work ignoring this warning will cause possibility leading to serious damage
to human life or factory facility (including this equipment)
Indicate status of danger when failure to comply with WARNING results in
minor injury or moderate damage.
The work ignoring this warning will cause possibility leading to minor damage
to worker or breakage to equipment or necessary to adjust.
Direct hazard is not existed, describe the necessity to know
from the viewpoint of worker’s safety or correct and safe operation of
equipment
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Safety Precautions
For safe operation of this unit, read this manual and the following safety precautions.
Servicing
For repair and servicing, contact your local ULVAC representative or
Components Division, ULVAC, Inc., Japan.
Turn OFF power.
If the unit fails, immediately turn OFF the power.
Use of a failed unit may cause a fire or electric shock.
Turn OFF power.
If the unit gets unusually hot or gives off smoke or unusual smell, immediately
turn OFF the power. Otherwise, fire can result.
Line voltage
Before turning on the power to this unit, make sure that the operating voltage and
supply power are in agreement. If incorrect power is connected, this unit and
devices connected to this unit may fail or fire may result. The over-voltage comes
under Category 1.
Power source
The unit may only be connected to supply and measurement units that confirm to
the requirement to the requirements of a grounded protective extra-low voltage
(SELV-E according to EN 61010). The connection to the unit has to be fused.
Protective grounding
Always connect this unit to a grounded vacuum chamber. Use a conductive metal
clamp for the KF flange. If it is not correctly grounded, instrument will not only
indicate a correct pressure, but also lead to damage to connected devices or fire.
When isolated with the vacuum chamber, ground the case section (D-sub
connector shell section) with a class D (class 3) ground.
Check connection
See to it that the cable connected to each pin is not in contact with other pin and
the case. Also do not mistake pin assignment. Incorrect connection may cause
failure or fire of this unit or device connected to this unit.
Over-pressure of vacuum chamber
Do not connect the instrument to a chamber where the pressure in the sensor head
is higher than atmospheric pressure. If the pressure in the sensor head exceeds
atmospheric pressure, the sensor head may be broken and may pop out from the
connection, causing harm to the surrounding, including humans. If the pressure
exceeds atmospheric pressure, install a separation valve so that the pressure in the
sensor head does not exceed atmospheric pressure.
Relativity property on gas type
The pressure value and sensitivity of this unit varies by the types of gases exposed
to. The sensitivity values on this document are based on Nitrogen gas application,
therefore please be aware of excess pressure for other gas applications.
Do not disassemble.
Do not disassemble this unit. Fire or electric shock can result. If it is modified,
its actions are out of warranty.
Do not modify.
Do not modify the instrument. If it is modified, fire or electric shock can result
and its actions are not warranted.
Turning on power
Before turning on the power to this unit, connect the sensor head, display,
evaluation unit, cables and others. Otherwise, this unit and devices connected to it
may be damaged or fire can result. Also the filament may break.
Operating environment
Use this unit within the scope of the environment set forth in the specifications.
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Operating environment
Do not use this unit in a place where it may be splashed with water or where
temperature is so high that dew may condense. If water is admitted into this unit,
failure and electric leak or fire can result.
Keep out foreign object
Keep the instrument free from metal, combustibles and other foreign objects,
which may be admitted into the instrument through the opening
Ensure ventilation
Do not set the instrument in a sealed container, but set it where ventilation is
ensured. If it is set in a sealed container, electronic parts will be heated, resulting
in short life.
Operating environment
If the instrument is exposed to active gas chemically (halogen gas, halogen
system gas, etc), the filament may burn out or pressure characteristics may change.
If the instrument is to be used in such an environment, provide an isolation valve
between the instrument and vacuum chamber and seal the isolation valve so that
the instrument is not exposed to the gas.
Operating environment
If the instrument is exposed to the oil mist from rotary pump or depositing gas or
CVD raw material gas, the filament may burn out or pressure characteristics may
change. If the instrument is to be used in such an environment, provide an isolation
valve between the instrument and vacuum chamber and seal the isolation valve so
that the instrument is not exposed to the gas.
Moisture and fouling
If there is a large quantity of fouling in the gauge head from the gradual
vaporization of moisture or organic matter, the ZERO point-side pressure accuracy
and response speed will be affected. Review installation locations and methods so
that fouling does not occur.
Pressure reading check
Immediately after use, check the pressure readings, especially the pressure for
the atmospheric pressure-side and ZERO point-side. Adjust the atmospheric
pressure and ZERO point as necessary.
The pressure reading is affected by the environmental temperature due to the
principle of the Pirani gauge. The atmospheric pressure and ZERO point
adjustments may also deviate because of vibrations during transport.
Magnetic field influence
The atmospheric pressure-side pressure reading of the sensor is particularly
affected (about 10%) by the influence of magnetic fields of 0.01 T (100 G). If the
sensor is affected by magnetic fields, install a magnetic shield.
Temperature fluctuations
The ambient temperature of the gauge head affects the measured value due to
the principle of the Pirani gauge. If the ambient temperature dramatically
deviates from the temperature during calibration (approx. 25°C), adjust the
atmospheric pressure and ZERO point.
Contact capacity
Use a capacity for externally installed contacts greater than the input power
supply voltage and 30 VDC or higher.
Contact leak current
Be aware of contact leak current. If a current of 0.1mA or higher flows between
the input signal pin to the GND terminal, that may be treated as signal input.
Laying cables
When laying transmission lines for communication, see to it that they are not in
the proximity of , or parallel to, power lines, high voltage lines, high frequency
lines, etc. Otherwise, malfunction can result.
Remote host
Use the isolation type remote host that is highly immune to noise for PC and PLC.
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Impact
Do not give an impact to this unit. It can be a cause of filament breakage or leak
of the gauge head or damage of the fixing screw.
Leak test
Perform a leak test when the gauge head is replaced or removed. There is a
possibility of leaking from impacts to the pin section.
Packing for transit
If the instrument is to be transported, restore it to the condition before it was
shipped from the ULVAC plant. If it is transported bare or as installed in a system,
it may be damaged.
Maintenance
Aluminum electrolytic capacitor is used in the electric circuit of this unit. The life
of the aluminum electrolytic capacitor becomes shorter with increase of the
ambient temperature, To prevent devices from being damaged, it is recommended
to conduct maintenance about once every 3 years.
Discarding
If this unit is discarded, follow the regulations of your local government. If the
sensor head was used in an environment that can cause danger to human body,
dispose of it through a specialized refuse disposal agency. Incidentally, expenses
for discarding the instrument are on the user’s account.
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1.

Specifications

1.1. Standard Specifications
Name
Type
Model name
Compatible sensor head
Applicable sensor head
Measurable pressure range
Output pressure range
Measurement accuracy *1
(N2)
Repeatability
Sampling time
Measurement value output

Update time
Resolution
Output error
Output impedance
Adjustment

Control input signal

Control output signal

Monitor for setpoint
Output impedance
Serial communication
Baud rate
Memory function
LED display

Sensor head material
Sensor head pressure max

Operating temperature range
Operating humidity range
Storage
Bakeout
Mounting position
IP protection class
Line voltage
CE standard

Pirani vacuum gauge
Standard type
Serial communication type
SW1-1
SW1-2
1 pc.
SWP-16, SWP-R1/8, SWP-P18、SWP-P15、SWP-25、
SWP-CF16、SWP-1S
5.0 × 10-2 to 1.0 × 10+5 Pa
1.0 × 10-2 to 1..2 × 10+5 Pa
± 10% from 1 × 10-1 Pa to 1 × 10+4 Pa
± 20% from 1 × 10+4 Pa to 1 × 10+5 Pa, 5 × 10-2 Pa to 1 × 10-1 Pa
± 2% from 1 × 10-1 Pa to 1 × 10+4 Pa
50 ms 5 times of moving average processing
Output voltage 0 to 10 VDC
Output indication 1.7 V to 8.0 V ( Output pressure range 1.0V to 8.1V)
Log output 1 V/div
50 ms
4 mV
±3 mV
10 Ω
ADJ: one switch
Zero point adjustment, atmospheric
pressure adjustment, adjustment reset
Zero point adjustment, atmospheric
pressure adjustment, adjustment reset
Actuated with open collector input,
negative logic
Sensor error signal, setpoint 1/2
Open collector output, negative logic
Rating: 30 VMAX, 50 mAMAX, 70 mW
Setpoint 1/2: 0 to 10 VDC LOG output
10 Ω
RS-485/RS-232C
9600/19200/38400 bps
Backed up with EEPROM
POWER/ERROR: Power error LED
SET1: Setpoint 1 LED
SET2: Setpoint 2 LED
Filament: Pt
Others : SUS304, FeNiCo, Ni, Au, glass, ceramic
2 × 10+5 Pa (absolute)
The breakdown pressure of the flange and clamp are to be considered
otherwise.
10°C to 40 °C
15% to 80% (not condensing)
-20 to 65 °C
150°C (without electronics unit)
Free
IP30
18 V to 30 VDC (ripple, noise <1%)
2 watts(4.8 watts when power is turned on)
Low voltage directive EN61010-1:2001(2nd Edition)
Radiation field intensity measurement:
EN55011:2007, A2:2007 group1 ClassA (Radiated)
Radiation electromagnetic field test: EN61000-4-3:2006
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Static electricity test: EN61000-4-2:1995, A1:1998,A2:2001
Transient burst test: EN61000-4-4:2004
Lightening surge test: EN61000-4-5:2006
Conduction test: EN61000-4-6:2007
Commercial magnetic field test: EN61000-4-8:1993, A1:2001
Over-voltage category
Category I: Connected to a circuit that holds down transient overvoltage at a sufficiently low level
Input/output connector
D-sub15 pin Connector ( male, 2.6 mm screw)
Sensor head
model
SWP-16
SWP-R1/8 SWP-P18
SWP-P15
SWP-25
SWP-CF16
SWP-1S
inner volume
7.3cm3
7.6cm3
13.9 cm3
10cm3
7.8cm3
11.3cm3
8.2cm3
weight
45g
44g
43g
30g
48g
60g
95g
Basic unit weight
Controller approx. 105 g
Outside dimensions
70 × 46 × 28 (controller unit)
*1: The accuracy after atmospheric pressure and ZERO point adjustment. Please carry out atmospheric
pressure and ZERO point adjustment before use especially. Moreover, since calibration gas is N2, when
other gas is measured, be careful of an error of measurement.

1.2.

1.3.

Unpacking and quantity check
Instruction manuals
Quick manual

(CD)
(Paper)

1
1

Option
Display unit
ISG1 (24VDC power supply type)
IM1R1(24VDC power supply type)
1M2R1 (100VAC power supply type)
Sensor Head
See Key Specifications "Compatible sensor head" .
Display cable
2 m, 5 m, and 10 m (between measuring unit and display unit)
D-sub 15 Pin Connector (Female, 2.6mm Screw)
JCSS alibration certificate
General proofreading test
Inspection certificate
Calibration certificate
1CH Digital
4CH Digital
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1.4. Dimensional Drawings
1.4.1. SW1-1/SW1-2 Dimensional Drawings
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49
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49
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1.4.2.

SWP-16 Dimensional Drawings
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65
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SWP-1S
ASME BPE sanitary1"

1.5.

Unpacking and Quantity Check
Upon receipt of the instrument, unpack it and check it to see that it is not damaged in transit and that
accessories are supplied as specified.
SW1 Pirani gauge basic unit (with sensor head)
1 pc.
Instruction manual(CD)
1 copy
Quick Manual (paper)
1copy
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2.

Cautions in Operation
Check the following before starting operation.

2.1.

Checks immediately after operation
Relativity property on gas type
The pressure value and sensitivity of this unit varies by the types of gases
exposed to. The sensitivity values on this document are based on Nitrogen gas
application, therefore please be aware of excess pressure for other gas
applications.
Check pressure indication
Check the pressure indication immediately after operation, particularly the
atmospheric pressure and the zero point pressure. Adjust atmospheric pressure
and zero point as and if necessary. Because of the operating principle of the
Pirani gauge, the pressure indication is affected by the environment temperature
and others. Also the atmospheric pressure and zero point adjustments may
change because of the vibration during transportation.

2.2.

Cautions on Operating Environment
Over-pressure in vacuum chamber
Do not connect the sensor head to a chamber where the pressure in it exceeds
atmospheric pressure. The sensor head may be damaged or may pop out from
the connector, causing damage to the surrounding, including human body. If the
pressure in the chamber exceeds atmospheric pressure, provide an isolation
valve so that the pressure in the sensor head does not exceed atmospheric
pressure.
Operating environment
Do not use the instrument in a place where it may be splashed with water or
where humidity is so high as to cause condensation. If water is admitted into the
instrument, failure, power leak or fire can result.
Water and incrustation
The ZERO point pressure sensitivity and reaction speed can be influenced by
presence of water and organic deposition inside sensor head. Please consider the
location or any measure to reduce incrustation upon use.
Operating environment
The filament may break or the pressure characteristics may change if the
instrument is exposed to gas, such as halogen or halogen-based gas. If the
instrument is used in such an environment, seal the isolation valve during
operation so that the instrument is not exposed to such gases.
Operating environment
If the instrument is exposed to the oil mist from the rotary pump or CVD raw
material gas, the pressure characteristics may change. If the instrument is used
in such an environment, provide an isolation valve and seal it so that the
instrument is not exposed to such type of gas.
Magnetic field influence
The atmospheric pressure-side pressure reading of the sensor is particularly
affected (about 10%) by the influence of magnetic fields of 0.01 T (100 G). If
the sensor is affected by magnetic fields, install a magnetic shield.
Keep out foreign objects
Protect the instrument so that metals or combustibles are not admitted into the
instrument through the opening
Temperature change
Because of the principle of the Pirani gauge, the measurement value is affected
by the sensor head ambient temperature. If the ambient temperature at the time
of calibration deviates noticeably from calibrating temperature (approx. 25°C),
make zero point adjustment
Operating environment
Use this unit in the environment as set forth in the specifications.
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Impact
Do not give an impact to this unit. It can be a cause of filament breakage or
leak of the gauge head or damage of the fixing screw.

2.3.

Cautions in Operation
Line voltage
Before turning on power, make sure that the operating voltage and the supply
voltage are in agreement. If the instrument is connected to an incorrect power,
not only the instrument fails but also devices connected to this unit may be
damaged or fire can result. Do not apply a voltage in excess of 30 VDC.
Check connection
See to it that the cable connected to each pin is not in contact with other pin or
case. Also do not mistake the pin assignment. Incorrect connection may damage
this unit or components or may cause fire.
Operating power
Always connect this unit to a power supply or evaluation unit that is compatible
with the EN61010 SELV-E standard. Also install a fuse in the 24V power supply.
Turning on power
Before turning on the power to this unit, connect the sensor head, display,
evaluation unit, cables and others. Otherwise, this unit and devices connected to
it may be damaged or fire can result. Also the filament may break.
• Fix the cable so that undue force is not applied to cable connections.
• Tighten the connector fixing screws securely.
• Start measurement more than 20 minutes after turning on power.

2.4. Installing the Instrument
2.4.1. Sensor installing environment
Protective grounding
Always connect this unit to a grounded vacuum chamber. Use a conductive metal
clamp for the KF flange. If it is not correctly grounded, instrument will not only
indicate a correct pressure, but also lead to damage to connected devices or fire.
When isolated with the vacuum chamber, ground the case section (D-sub
connector shell section) with a class D (class 3) ground.
Temperature change
Because of the principle of the Pirani gauge, the measurement value is affected
by the sensor head ambient temperature. If the ambient temperature at the time of
calibration deviates noticeably from calibrating temperature (approx. 25°C), make
zero point adjustment
Magnetic field influence
The atmospheric pressure-side pressure reading of the sensor is particularly
affected (about 10%) by the influence of magnetic fields of 0.01 T (100 G). If the
sensor is affected by magnetic fields, install a magnetic shield.
• This unit measures the static pressure in the position where the sensor head is connected. If the
instrument is installed in an environment where there is a flow in the vacuum system or where there
is a source of outgas or high intensity electrons or ions or magnetic field in the vacuum system, select
the measuring position carefully and install the instrument in a position where measurement is least
affected.
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2.4.2. Installing the sensor head
• Install the sensor head in such a way that the plane of the sensor head mounting port is parallel to the
gas flow. See to it that gas does not enter the sensor head in a beam.
• Do not use the instrument in a place where vibration is at a high level because the Pirani gauge sensor
head filament is as small as 25 µm in diameter. Also be careful in selecting the installation place and
in handling the instrument because, in most cases, mechanical impact is responsible for filament
breakdown.
• O-rings to be used in installing the sensor head should be as free from outgas as possible. Use of a
rubber pipe or grease which releases much outgas can be a cause of outgas or short service life.

Vertical
direction

On the structure of the sensor, it is vulnerable to
vibration in the X/Y direction. It must be installed
so that the vibration in the X/Y direction is not
applied.

Gas flow direction
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3.

Names of Components and Description of Functions
3.1.

Controller Unit

1

2

3

4

Fig. 3-1 Schematic diagram for mechanism
①

Component
I/O connector

②

Mating screw

③

Sensor head fixing
screw
Lid fixing screw

④

Function
I/O connector for power supply and various types of data.
(D-sub 15 pin connector male)
Mating screw (M2.6mm screw) for the clamp hood of I/O connector
Screw for fixing the sensor head (M3 mm screw)
Screw (M3 mm screw) that fixes the lid of the case.
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3.2.

Front Panel Standard Type SW1-1

1
5
6

4

3

2

Fig. 3-2 Front panel of standard type SW1-1

①

Component (inscription)
POWER/ERROR light

②

SET-1 setting trimmer

Function
Lit blue when this unit is operating normally.
If the sensor head filament burns out, the red light comes on.
If ZERO point adjustment or atmospheric pressure adjustment is made,
the blue light blinks.
Adjust the setpoint 1 set voltage with a trimmer.

③

SET-1 LED

Lit when setpoint 1 is actuated.

④

SET-2 setting trimmer

Adjust the setpoint 1 set voltage with a trimmer.

⑤

SET-2 LED

Lit when setpoint 2 is actuated.

⑥

ADJ switch

Switch for adjusting atmospheric pressure and zero point.
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3.3.

Front Panel Serial Communication type SW1-2

1
2

MSD
bps

LSD

3
4

Fig. 3-3 Front panel of serial communication type SW1-2
Component (inscription)
① POWER/ERROR light

②

Address setting MSD

Function
Lit blue when this unit is operating normally.
If the sensor head filament burns out, the red light comes on.
If ZERO point adjustment or atmospheric pressure adjustment is made,
the blue light blinks.
Sets the address of the RS-485 in the ten’s place.

③

Address setting LSD

Sets the address of the RS485 in the one's place.

④

Baud rate

Sets baud rate.
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3.4.

Input / Output Connector

Standard type SW1-1

3

Fig. 3-4 I/O connector pin assignment of standard type SW1-1
D-sub 15 pin connector male, 2.6mm screw
This unit
Function
Power supply
Power supply for actuating this unit
(18 to 30 V DC)
Sensor error
Outputs a signal when the filament has burn out or at other
times (Lo output)
Setpoint 1
Outputs a signal when setpoint 1 is actuated. (Lo output)

5

ADJ adjustment input

7

Setpoint 1 set value

Input a signal when adjusting atmospheric pressure or zero
point. (Lo input)
Outputs the voltage for setting setpoint 1. (0 to 10 V DC)

8

Pressure signal output

Outputs a pressure signal (0 to 10 V DC).

9

Power supply GND

Ground of the power supply for actuating this unit.

11

Setpoint 2

Outputs a signal when set point 2 is actuated (Lo output).

14

Setpoint 2 set value

Outputs the voltage for setting setpoint 2. (0 to 10 V DC)

15

Signal GND

Ground for output signal

FG

Frame ground

Terminal No.*
1
2

Case

CAUTION

Wiring
Terminals that are not denoted here are not used. Do not make wiring arrangement for
the internal circuit not used.
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3.5.

Input/Output Connector

Serial Communication type SW1-2

Fig. 3-5 I/O connector pin assignment of serial communication type SW1-2
D-sub 15 pin connector male, 2.6mm screw
Terminal No. *
This unit
Function
1
Power supply
Power supply for actuating this unit
(18 to 30 V DC)
4
RS232C RxD
RxD of RS-232C
5

Terminal resistor for RS485

Terminator for RS485, connected to pin No. 13

6

RS232C TxD

TxD of RS232C

8

Pressure signal output

9

Power supply GND

Outputs a pressure signal
(0 to 10 V DC)
Ground of power supply for actuating this unit

10

RS485-

Minus of RS485

12

RS-485+

Plus of RS485

13

RS485+
(for connecting terminator)
GND

Connected to the terminator pin 5 for RS485

FG

Frame ground

15
Case

CAUTION

Ground for output signal

Wiring
Terminals other than those denoted here are not used. Do not wire these terminals,
which are used in the internal circuit.
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4.

Circuit in the power supply
This section describes the circuit in the power supply.
Line voltage
Before turning on the power, make sure that the operating voltage and supply
voltage are in agreement. If it is connected to an incorrect power, this unit and
devices connected to it may fail or fire can result.
Power supply
Connect this unit to a power supply or evaluation unit that is compatible with
the ENG1010 SELV-E standard or fix a fuse in connection.
Check connection
See to it that the cable connected to a pin does not come into contact with other
pin or the case. Also do not mistake in pin assignment. Incorrect connection can
damage this unit and devices connected to it or cause fire.
Turning on power
Before turning on the power to this unit, connect the sensor head, display,
evaluation unit, cables and others. Otherwise, this unit and devices connected to
it may be damaged or fire can result.
• Signal GND [15-pin] is the ground for the signal of pressure signal output, setpoint, setpoint set value,
and sensor error signal, serial communication, etc.
• Power GND [9 pin] and signal GND [15 pin] are common after being passed through the filter.
Use power [1 pin] and power GND [9 pin] in connecting to the power line. If power GND [9 pin] is
used as signal GND, the power may be susceptible to noise.
Internal circuit
Measuring / control circuit

I/O
D-sub 15 pin

Filter circuit

8
15
7
14
6
13
5
12
4
11
3
10
2
9
1

VARISTOR

F

Fig. 4-1 Equivalent circuit in the power supply
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5.

Signals
Check connection.
See to it that the cables connected to pins do not come into contact with other
pins or case. Do not mistake pin assignment either. Incorrect connection may
damage connected devices or cause fire.
This section describes the signals that are output from, and input to, this unit.

5.1.

Pressure Signal Output (SW1-1 and SW1-2)
This unit outputs measured pressure with a signal 0 to 10 VDC.
I/O connector: Pin 8 [pressure signal output +] – pin 15 [GND]

5.1.1.

Pressure converting equation
Convert pressure using the following equation.

P = 10 ^ ( V – C )

←→ V = Log P + C

P: Pressure (Pressure) V: Output voltage (V)
C: Conversion factor
Measurement Unit
C(Conversion factor)
Pa
3
Torr
5.1249
mbar
5
5.1.2.

Output of measurement value in each state
Table. 5-1 gives the outputs of measurement values in a number of states that can occur during
measurement.

Table. 5-1 Measurement Value Output Condition
Operating state
Measurement value output voltage
In normal measurement
DC1.7V to 8V corresponding to the measured
pressure
In case of sensor error when filament has burnt
DC9V or more
Higher than atmospheric pressure
DC8V to 8.1V or more
Below measurable lower limit
DC1.7V to 1.0Vor less
Sensor error, failure of power supply
DC0.5V or less

1.0E+02
1.0E+01
1.0E+00
1.0E-01
1.0E-02
0

1

Sensor error

PRESSURE (Pa)

1.0E+03

Overrange

1.0E+04

Underrange

Sensor error, Failure of power supply

1.0E+05

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

OUTPUT VOLTAGE (V)
Fig. 5-1 Relationship between pressure signal output and pressure
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9

10

5.2.

I/O Signal Output (Standard Type SW1-1 only)
The sensor error and setpoint signal are output from the I/O connector of this unit in the open collector
format. The rating of the photocoupler is [30 V max, 50 mA max, 70 mW].
+24V

Internal circuit
+5V

PLC or PC
Internal circuit
A

2:ERROR signal ON/OFF

1

2

A

3:SETPOINT signal-1 ON/OFF

2

1

A

11:SETPOINT signal-2 ON/OFF
1

2

15:GND

Fig. 5-2 Signal output internal circuit diagram

5.2.1.

Sensor error signal (Standard Type SW1-1 only)
Error of filament burnout
If a pressure of 10000 Pa or more is measured when the major component of a
gas to measure is hydrogen (H2) or helium (He), which is high in thermal
conductivity, the instrument may judge that the filament has burnt out, though
not open.
The sensor error signal outputs sensor head filament burnout.
If a sensor error occurs, the signal will be Lo output.
I/O connector: pin 2 (sensor error) – pin 15 (GND)
If the sensor error occurs, the POWER/ERROR LED will light red, and the pressure signal output
will be 9 V or more.

✔ Note

5.2.2.

Setpoint actuating signal (Standard Type SW1-1 only)
Setpoint is a function of outputting a signal to outside or lighting the LED when the pressure has
lowered to below a set level. The set pressure value is called “Setpoint”. If a pressure being measured
has come down to below the setpoint, the signal will be Lo output.
Refer to Section 6 for how to set the setpoint.
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5.3.

I/O Input Signal (Standard Type SW1-1 only)
Contact capacity
Use a contact with a capacity of 30 VDC or more or higher than line voltage.
Leak current
When currents more than 0.1mA flow, between a signals pin and GND
terminals, in this unit internal circuit, there is a case to process as the signal input.
Zero point adjustment and atmospheric pressure adjustment are input through the I/O connector of
this unit.
The photocoupler is connected to the line voltage (18 V to 30 V DC) that is input to this unit. Use a
one with a contact capacity of 30 VDC or more or more than the line voltage. When using it, short the
pin of the signal to use and the GND terminal.

Internal circuit
+5 V

Power supply

5:ADJUST input

15: GND

Fig. 5-3 Internal circuit diagram
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6.

Setting the Setpoint (Standard Type SW1-1 only)
Setpoint is a function of outputting a signal to outside or lighting LED when the pressure has lowered
to below a preset level. The set pressure value is called “setpoint”.
To use the setpoint function, make necessary settings according to the instructions.
Both setpoints 1 and 2 have been set at about 0.4Pa (approx. 2.5 V) before shipment from the factory.

6.1.

6.2.

Set point ON/OFF pressure
Set point has hysteresis for ON pressure and OFF pressure
ON Pressure ：set value
OFF Pressure：set value+10%

Wiring in setting Setpoint
Make wiring arrangement between pin 1 [+24 V power] and pin 9 [power ground] of the I/O connector
of this unit and connect a voltmeter between the setpoint set value and ground.
Setpoint 1 set value: Between pin 7 [setpoint 1 set value] – pin 15 [GND]
Setpoint 2 set value: Between pin 14 [setpoint 2 set value] – pin 15 [GND]

Settting of setpoint 1
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Settting of setpoint 2

6.3.

Setting of Setpoint
The voltage of the setpoint set value can be changed by turning the trimmer for setting setpoint. This
voltage in converted by the same method as the output voltage of the measured pressure (Refer section
5.1.1). Calculate a voltage from a pressure point to set and turn the trimmer to obtain the voltage for
adjustment.

SET-2 trimmer

SET-1 trimmer
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7.

How to use Serial Communication (Serial communication type SW1-2 only)
Caution in laying cables
When laying the transmission line for communication in the instrument, see to
it that it is not in the proximity of, or parallel to, the power line, high voltage line
or high frequency line. Failure to comply with this caution can be a cause of
malfunction.
Remote host
For the remote host, such as PC and PLC, use the isolation type with high
immunity to noise. Otherwise, malfunction or failure can result.
This section is a description of RS485 and RS-232C.

7.1.

Communication Specifications
RS485

*

*
*
*

RS-232C
Two-wire type
Half duplex
Asynchronous
ASC11 code
Data bit length 8 bits
Stop bit 1 bit
No parity
Maximum cable length 30 m *1
Maximum cable length 15 m
Maximum connections 32 (including host)
Maximum connection 1
9600/19200/38400 bps
9600/19200/38400 bps
Maximum cable length is 1200m in the RS-485 standard.
Please check a specification of remote host and an environmental noise if you use the cable of 30m
or more.
Change over the mode to the receiving mode within 20 ms after sending data.
Set the time-out before receiving data at 150 ms or more.
Send the next data more than 50 ms after receiving data,

7.2. Various Settings
7.2.1. Connection diagram
7.2.1.1. RS-32C connection diagram
An example of RS-232C connection is given below. The host side is D-sub 9-pin.
This unit Pin No.
Host side Pin No.
RxD
4
2
RxD
Txd
6
3
TxD
GND
15
5
GND

7.2.1.2. RS485 No terminator (example)
In the following description, the USB serial interface USB-485, made by National Instruments, is
used as an example of RS485 connection.
This unit Pin No.
Host side Pin No.
RS485+
12
4
RXD+
8
TxD+
RS48510
5
RxD9
TxDGND
15
1
GND
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7.2.1.3. RS485 Install terminator (example)
In the following description, the USB serial interface USB-485 made by National Instruments, is used
as an example of RS485 connection.
Install a terminator in a terminating device if a number of RS485 is connected or if the total length of
connected cables is 15 m or more or if the frequency of communication errors is high.
This unit Pin No.
Host side Pin No.
RS485+
12
4
RXD+
8
TxD+
RS48510
5
RxD9
TxDGND
15
1
GND
Terminator
5
RS485+
13

7.2.2.

Baud rate setting
Change the setting of “bps” of this unit as follows.
9600bps
19200bps

bps

bps

38400bps

bps

* Set all interfaced units at the same baud rate.

7.2.3.

Address setting
Set the device address with “MSD” and “LSD” on the basic unit of this unit.

MSD
*
*
*
*

LSD

Upper address [AD0]
Lower address [AD1]
Decimal number 0 – 9
Decimal number 0 – 9
The setting range is 00 to 09.
The maximum number of connections of one line of RS485 is 32, including that of the host.
The setting is validated as necessary.
This address number is also used for the RS-323C.
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7.3.

Standard Data Format
The following shows the standard data format of receiving and sending.

:

AD0

AD1

CMD

･･････

D0

Dn

SH

SL

CHKH

CHKL

CR

:
Colon
AD0
Device address/higher case (capital: 0 – 9)
AD1
Device address lower case (capital: 0 – 9)
CMD
Commands (Note the higher/lower case characters)
D0
Data
Dn
Data
SH
Higher case of status
SL
Lower case of status
CHKH
Higher case of check sum (upper case character: 0 - 9, A – F)
CHKL
lower case of check sum (upper case character: 0 - 9, A – F)
CR
Carriage return
* A command consists of higher and lower case alphanumeric characters.
* Checksum is an exclusive sum (XOR) from AD0 to SL. Convert characters by the hexadecimal
notation of the ASCII code.
7.3.1. List of commands
Command
Description
D
Reading measurement value and status
ZER
Zero point adjustment
ATM
Atmospheric pressure adjustment
CLR
Resetting the zero point and
atmospheric pressure adjustment
SR
Reading status

7.3.2.

:

Command
T
1R
2R
1W

Description
Reading the software version
Reading setpoint 1
Reading setpoint 2
Writing setpoint 1

2W

Writing setpoint 2

When receiving is normal
If receiving is normal, the following is returned.
When a pressure value is returned
AD0

AD1

D

X

.

X

X

±

E

X

X

SH

SL

CHKH

CHKL

CR

When returning in writing setpoint or adjusting
:

AD0

AD1

o

CHKH

CHKL

CR

* ‘o’ is a lower case character.
7.3.3.
:

When receipt is not normal
The following is returned if receipt is not normal or there is no command, command can’t be executed.
AD0

AD1

n

CHKH

CHKL

CR

* ’n’ is a lower case character.
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7.4. Command
7.4.1. Reading the measurement value/status
AD1
D
Command : AD0

CHKH

CHKL

CR

Format of returning from the basic unit to PC
： AD0

AD1

D

X

.

X

X

±

E

X

X

SH

SL

CHKH

CHKL

CR

* Measured pressure value is entered in “X. XXE ± XX”.
Example 1) 3.00E+03
→ 3.00 × 10+3
Example 2) 5.00E+00
→ 5.00 × 10+0
Example 3) 4.00E-01
→ 4.00 × 10-1
* Filament burnt out when “E.EEE + EE” was returned
* Over range when “F.FFE + FF” was returned
* For the status “SH” and “SL”, refer to the relevant section.

7.4.2. Zero point adjustment command
AD0
AD1
ZER
CHKH
CHKL
CR
Command :
* Adjustable pressure range : approx. ± 1 Pa
* Over the adjustable pressure range: retune ‘n’
After adjustment, read the measurement value and others and check them.
* The CPU needs the processing time. Please transmit the next command after progress more than
1.5 seconds.

7.4.3. Atmospheric pressure adjustment command
AD0
AD1
ATM
CHKH
CHKL
CR
Command :
+4
-5
* Adjustable pressure range: approx. 1 × 10 to 2 × 10 Pa
* Over the adjustable pressure range: retune ‘n’
After adjustment, read the measurement value and others and check them.
* The CPU needs the processing time. Please transmit the next command after progress more than
1.5 seconds.

7.4.4. Zero point and atmospheric pressure adjustment clear command
AD0
AD1
CLR
CHKH
CHKL
CR
Command :
* If a command is received normally, normal receipt ‘o’ will be returned.
* The CPU needs the processing time. Please transmit the next command after progress more than
1.5 seconds.

7.4.5. Status reading
AD0
Command :

AD1

SR

CHKH

CHKL

CR

Format of returning from this unit to PC
：

AD0

AD1

S

SH

SL

CHKH

CHKL

CR

* Refer to the relevant section for statuses “SH” and “SL”.

7.4.6. Reading software version
AD0
AD1
T
Command :
Format of returning from this unit to PC
： AD0

AD1

T

S

W

CHKH
1

3

CHKL
1

5

CR
CHKH

* “SW1” represents the model name and “315” software version Ver. 3.15.
* The software version is subject to change without notice.
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CHKL

CR

7.4.7. Reading setpoint 1 set value
AD1
1R
Command : AD0
Format of returning from this unit to PC
： AD0

AD1

1

X

.

X

CHKH
X

E

CHKL
±

X

CR
X

CHKH

CHKL

CR

* “±” represents “+” or “-“.

7.4.8. Reading the setpoint 2 set value
AD1
2R
CHKH
Command : AD0
Format of returning command from this unit to PC
： AD0

AD1

2

X

.

X

X

E

CHKL
±

X

CR
X

CHKH

CHKL

CR

* “±” represents “+” or “-“.

7.4.9. Writing the setpoint 1 set value
X
.
X
X
E
X
± X
CHKH CHKL CR
Command : AD0 AD1 1W
-2
+5
* Numeric values that can be set are 5.00 × 10 to 1.00 × 10 Pa. If a value smaller than 5.00 × 102
is set, it will be set at 5.00 × 10-2 and, if a value higher than 1.00 × 10+5 is set, it will be set at 1.00
× 10+5.
* Internal mantissa part relative processing is made with 2 digits below decimal point [□.□□ ×
10-].
* If a command is normally received, normal receipt ‘o’ is returned.
* The CPU needs the processing time. Please transmit the next command after progress more than
1.5 seconds.

7.4.10. Writing the setpoint 2 set value
X
.
X
X
E
X
AD1 2W
± X
CHKH
CHKL CR
Command : AD0
-2
+5
* Numeric values that can be set are 5.00 × 10 to 1.00 × 10 Pa. If a value smaller than 5.00 × 102
is set, it will be set at 5.00 × 10-2, and if a value higher than 1.00 × 10+5 is set, it will be set at 1.00
× 10+5.
* Internal mantissa part relative processing is made with 2 digits below decimal point [□.□□ ×
10-].
* If a command is normally received, normal receipt ‘o’ is returned.
* The CPU needs the processing time. Please transmit the next command after progress more than
1.5 seconds.
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7.5.

Checksum
Checksum checks if data sent was correctly received. With this unit, data cannot be sent/received
without putting checksum.
Checksum calculates Xor (exclusive OR) from the address to the character before checksum.
To calculate checksum manually, “calculator” attached to the windows as standard can be used
conveniently. Select alpha calculator from the type of calculator and calculate it by hexadecimal notation.

[Example]: Reading the measurement value of address 11 and status.
The following tables give the commands and ASCII coder when reading the measurement value and
status of address 11.
Command(ASII)
Hex

:

1
↓
31

1
↓
31

D
↓
44

CHKH

CHKL

CR

CHKH

CHKL

CR

「31」 Xor 「31」 Xor 「44」 = 44
Here, calculate from the address to the character before the checksum with Xor, equal 44.
Don’t calculate [:(3A)]

Accordingly, the accurate command is as follows.
Command(ASII)
:
1
1

D

4

4

Given that the measurement value at this time is the following string,
Command
: 1 1 D 1
.
0 0 E +
0 5 F 3
4
(ASII)
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Hex
31 31 44 31 2E 30 30 45 2B 30 35 46 36 CHKH

「31」 Xor 「31」 Xor 「44」
「30」 Xor 「30」 Xor 「45」
「35」 Xor 「46」 Xor 「36」
=「40」

Xor 「31」 Xor 「2E」
Xor 「2B」 Xor 「30」

CR

0

CR

CHKL

CR

Xor
Xor

Thus, calculating from the address to the character preceding the checksum, we obtain “40” and can
judge that the data has been received correctly.
Don’t calculate [:(3A)]
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7.6.

Status
Indicates filament burnout and the setpoint state.
Please change the character of 0-9 and A-F from the hexadecimal notation to the binary notation.

7.6.1.

SH (Higher case of status)
The high order bits have no status.
bit
Status
B7
N･C
B6
N･C
B5
N･C
B4
N･C

7.6.2.

SL (Lower case of status)
bit
Status
B3
ERROR
B2
N･C
B1
SETPOINT2
B0
SETPOINT1

F「46」
1
1
1
1

C「43」
1
1
0
0

ERROR
SETPOINT2
SETPOINT1

4「34」
0
1
0
0

1: at error
1:ON
1:ON

[Example 1]: The N. C. value of the current B2 is 1.
:1
ERROR OF
N･C
:1
N･C
N･C
:1
SETPOINT2 ON
N･C
:
1
SETPOINT1 OFF
N･C

6「36」
0
1
1
0

5「35」
0
1
0
1

0: at normal
0:OFF
0:OFF

:0
:1
:1
:0

When the above signal is read,
SH
: F〔46H〕
SL
: 6〔36H〕

[Example 2]: The table below gives the default values when power is turned on.
:1
ERROR OF
:0
N･C
:1
:1
N･C
N･C
:1
SETPOINT2 ON
:0
N･C
:1
SETPOINT1 OFF
:0
N･C
SH
SL

: F〔46H〕
: 4〔34H〕
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7「37」
0
1
1
1

7.7.

ASCII Code Table
ASII

Hex

ASII

Hex

ASII

Hex

(nul)
(soh)
(stx)
(etx)
(eot)
(enq)
(ack)
(bel)
(bs)
(tab)
(lf)
(vt)
(ff)
(cr)
(so)
(si)
(dle)
(dc1)
(dc2)
(dc3)
(dc4)
(nak)
(syn)
(etb)
(can)
(em)
(sub)
(esc)
(fs)
(gs)
(rs)
(us)

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F

(sp)
!
“
#
$
%
&
‘
(
)
*
+
,
.
/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
:
;
<
=
>
?

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F

@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
[
¥
]
^
_

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
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ASII
‘
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
{
|
}
~
(del)

Hex
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F

8.

Zero Point Adjustment and Atmospheric Pressure Adjustment
Check pressure indication
If the instrument is exposed to active gas chemically (halogen gas, halogen
system gas, etc), the filament may burn out or pressure characteristics may
change. If the instrument is to be used in such an environment, provide an
isolation valve between the instrument and vacuum chamber and seal the
isolation valve so that the instrument is not exposed to the gas.
Pressure in adjustment (use another vacuum gauge)
Before making atmospheric pressure adjustment or zero point adjustment, make
sure that the pressure in the vacuum chamber is 1 × 10-5 Pa to 1 × 10-2 Pa or less
after measuring pressure with another pressure gauge.
If adjustment is not made under a correct pressure, the measurement error will
be great or the setpoint will be actuated under incorrect pressure and may damage
the instrument.
Dependence on gas specie
Because of the principle of the Pirani vacuum gauge used in this unit, it does
not indicate the actual pressure. This unit has been calibrated with nitrogen gas.
Therefore, if other type of gas is used, displace it with nitrogen gas and then
make atmospheric pressure adjustment.
Water and incrustation
The ZERO point pressure sensitivity and reaction speed can be influenced by
presence of water and organic deposition inside sensor head. Please consider the
location or any measure to reduce incrustation upon use.
More accurate measurement can be made by adjusting the zero point and atmospheric pressure.
If there is any deviation in the indicated value on the atmospheric pressure side or zero point side,
make adjustment according to the following procedure.

8.1.

Checking the Completion of Adjustment
If zero point or atmospheric pressure adjustment is made, the POWER/ERROR LED action will
change as follows.
Action of POWER/ERROR LED
Condition
Turned off for 0.3 second
Adjustment has been completed normally.
“0.3-second off” continues 3 times consecutively Adjustment was not made.
→ Check pressure.
→ Check filament for burnout.
Off for 0.3 second, and off for 0.3 second again 3 Atmospheric pressure adjustment and zero point
seconds later,
adjustment have been reset.
or “0.3-second off” 3 times consecutively,
followed by off again 3 seconds later
Stays lit
No signal is input.
→ In manual operation, press the switch again.
→ In the case of I/O, check the wiring and others.
→ Check the communication command.

8.2.

Adjusting Method
Zero point adjustment and atmospheric pressure adjustment can be made by the following method.
Model
Adjusting method
Operating procedure
SW1-1
Manual adjustment
Hold down the “ADJ” switch on this unit for 1 second or more.
External I/O adjustment
Turn on (short) “ADJ adjustment input” from I/O for 1 second
or more.
Adjustment reset
Hold down the “ADJ” switch for 5 seconds or more or turn on
(short) “ADJ adjustment input” from I/O for 5 seconds or more.
SW1-2
Communication
Input each command by serial communication.
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8.3.

Zero Point, ATM Adjustment, adjustment resetting
ZERO point and ATM pressure adjustment configures for every adjustment signal input, therefore
there is no need to reset the configurations.
Configuration reset sets both ZERO point and ATM pressure back to default. This function is only
recommended for sensor head lifetime check or at exchange.

8.4.

Zero Point Adjustment
If zero point adjustment is made immediately after the pressure has come down to below 1 × 10-2 Pa,
the temperature in the sensor head will not yet be in equilibrium, making the error high. Do not turn off
the power to this unit until adjustment is completed.
The adjustment range is about ± 1 Pa as default. If zero adjustment cannot be made, expiration of the
sensor head life due to contamination of the filament is suspected.
① Evacuate the vacuum chamber.
② Make sure that the pressure in the vacuum chamber is 1 × 10-2 Pa or less using an ionization
vacuum gauge or other.
③ Wait for 5 minutes or more under a pressure of 1 × 10-2 Pa or less.
④ Make adjustment.

8.5.

Atmospheric Pressure Adjustment
If atmospheric pressure adjustment is made immediately after the vacuum chamber is evacuated to 1
× 10+5 Pa, the temperature in the sensor head will not yet be in equilibrium and an error may result. Do
not turn off the power of this unit until adjustment is completed.
The adjustment range is about 1 × 10-4 Pa to 2 × 10+5 Pa as default. If adjustment cannot be made,
expiration of the filament life due to filament contamination is suspected.
① Feed nitrogen gas to the vacuum chamber.
② Make sure that the pressure in the vacuum chamber is 1 × 10-2 Pa using a diaphragm vacuum
gauge or other.
③ Wait for 5 minutes or more with the vacuum chamber under a pressure of 1 × 10+5 Pa.
④ Make adjustment.

8.6.

Resetting
Resetting adjustment
Both the atmospheric pressure and zero point adjustments can be reset by
resetting the adjustment. Note that the zero point of atmospheric pressure alone
cannot be reset.
Both atmospheric pressure and zero point adjustment can be reset to the initial value by resetting
atmospheric pressure and zero point adjustments to the initial values.

8.7.

Memory Function
The atmospheric pressure adjustment value and zero point adjustment value are stored in memory
even if the power of this unit is turned off.
If the instrument has not be used for a long time, however, make adjustment before using it.
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9.

Replacement of Sensor Head
Turn off power
Whenever replacing the sensor head, turn off the power and do not turn on the
power until replacement is completed. If the sensor head is inserted/removed with
the power turned on, this unit and devices connected to it will be damaged or fire
will result.
Impact
Do not give an impact to this unit. It can be a cause of filament breakage or leak
of the gauge head or damage of the fixing screw.
Leak test
Perform a leak test when the gauge head is replaced or removed. There is a
possibility of leaking from impacts to the pin section.

9.1.

9.2.

Tool
Allen wrench: 1.5mm opposite side

Removing the Sensor Head
The sensor head can be removed by loosening the sensor head fixing screw. Remove the sensor head
slowly.
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9.3.

9.4.

9.5.

Installing the Sensor Head
Slowly insert the sensor head into the controller. If it is inserted at a stroke, a strong force will be
exerted, causing the sensor head to leak or damage to the substrate. So insert the sensor head slowly.
After inserting the sensor head, tighten the sensor head tightening screw.

Leak test
When the gauge head is attached, perform a leak test in this state.
Acceptable leak amount: 1.0x10-10 Pa･m3/s or lower

Adjustment after Replacement of Sensor Head
Adjust the zero point and atmospheric pressure after replacing the sensor head. Refer to Section 8 for
more information about the adjusting procedure.
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10. Troubleshooting
10.1. Troubleshooting
One of the causes of malfunctioning of this unit is the error in making electric wiring arrangement. If
any trouble is suspected, check the following.
(1)
Wiring between this unit and the remote host
(2)
Wiring between this unit and the display unit (if the display unit is used).
(3)
Signal short/open
If the display unit is used, refer to its instruction manual. Also check if the instrument can be operated
alone. If measurement can be made with this unit alone, the cause of trouble may be outside this unit.
○ POWER LED does not light when power is supplied.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Erroneous wiring or broken wire of the power Correct the wiring and check continuity using a circuit
supply cable
tester.
Line voltage is not within the range of Check line voltage using a circuit tester.
specifications.
Failure of internal circuit
Check and/or repair at ULVAC is necessary.

○ POWER LED is lit, but the output voltage remains 0 V.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Erroneous wiring or broken wire of cable
Correct the wiring and check continuity using a circuit
tester.
Line voltage is not within the specified range.
Check line voltage using a circuit tester.
Failure of internal circuit
Check and/or repair at ULVAC is necessary.

○ Voltage is 9 V or more or the Error signal remains ON.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Filament or temperature sensor has burnt out.
Check the filament and temperature sensor for
continuity.
→ Replace the sensor head if burnt out.
Sensor head is not installed.
Install the sensor head.
Filament or temperature sensor is shorted to the Measure insulation between each pin and the case.
case.
→ Replace the sensor head if insulation has
deteriorated.
Failure of internal circuit
Check and/or repair at ULVAC is necessary.

○ Voltage of about 8 V is not output even under atmospheric pressure.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Gas being measured is not nitrogen.
Normal. The instrument has gas dependency.
Gas being measured is nitrogen, but it contains Normal. The instrument has gas dependency.
much water content and oil.
Much deposit in the environment.
Contamination of the sensor head is suspected.
→ Replace the sensor head.
The room temperature and the gas temperature Normal.
when adjusting and measuring it are different.
Pressure is subject to change because of the principle
of the Pirani gauge.
High altitude
Examine the pressure difference due to altitude.
Atmospheric pressure is out of adjustment.
Conduct adjustment referring to Section 7.
Filament or temperature sensor is shorted to the Measure insulation between each pin and case.
case.
→ Replace the sensor head if insulation has lowered.

○ Voltages lower than 1.7 cannot be attained by evacuation.
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Possible cause
The actual pressure is not 5 × 10-2 Pa or lower.
The room temperature and the gas temperature
when adjusting and measuring it are different.
Zero point adjustment is shifted.
Filament or temperature sensor is shorted to the
case.
Failure of internal circuit

○ Pressure indication is not constant.
Possible cause
Pressure is actually changing.
Pressure is affected by vibration of the pump
and others.

The Pirani gauge is installed in gas flow.

Ambient temperature is changing.

High temperature or low temperature gas is
flowing in.

Contaminated sensor head interior
Influence of water and contamination

There is a leak in the sensor head or in the area
where the sensor head is installed.
Poor contact of the cable or increased resistance
in the wire rod
The cable is subject to electromagnetic
induction (due to external noise).

The filament and temperature sensor are
shorted.

Corrective action
Check pressure with an ion gauge.
Normal.
Pressure is subject to change because of the principle
of the Pirani gauge.
Conduct adjustment referring to Section 7.
Measure insulation between each pin and case.
→ Replace the sensor head if insulation has lowered.
Check and/or repair at ULVAC is necessary.

Corrective action
Normal
Minimize the vibration.
Because of the operating principle of the Pirani gauge,
pressure is subject to vibration, especially on the
atmospheric pressure side.
Install the Pirani gauge in a position where there is no
gas flow.
Because of the operating principle of the Pirani gauge,
pressure may be affected, especially on the
atmospheric pressure side.
Wait until ambient temperature becomes stable.
Pressure is subject to change because of the principle
of the Pirani gauge.
Install the Pirani gauge in a place where it is not
affected by gas temperature or take other measures.
Pressure may change because of the principle of the
Pirani gauge.
Replace the sensor head.
Locate the unit to position where influence of
contamination is minimal.Evaporation heat is
influencing the fluctuation of value, due to the gradual
evaporation.
Leak in the sensor head → Replace the sensor head.
Other leaks → Stop the leak.
Check the cable for connection and resistance.
Change the cable laying position or turn off a
component that can be a source of noise.
Review the cable laying method.
Examine measures against noise otherwise.
Measure insulation between each pin and the case.
→ Replace the sensor head if insulation has decreased.
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○ Pressure has changed, but the pressure indication remains constant.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Erroneous wiring between this unit and the Correct the wiring and check continuity using a circuit
remote host or disconnection.
tester or other.
Line voltage is not within the specified range.
Check line voltage using a circuit tester or other.
Pressure is below the measurement range.
Normal
Pressure is above the measurement range.
Normal
There is a source of noise nearby.
CPU may have frozen.Turn off the power and restart.
Filament or temperature sensor is shorted to the Measure the insulation between each pin and case.
case.
→ Replace the sensor head if insulation has decreased
Temperature sensor has burnt out.
Check the temperature sensor for continuity.
(ATM or 1000Pa constant)
→ Replace the sensor head if burnt out.

○ Output values differ greatly from expected values.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Sensor head is contaminated.
Replace the sensor head and see what happens. If no
Sensitivity deviates greatly.
problem is found using other sensor heads, the sensor
head is faulty.
Measuring Air on the setting nitrogen.
Normal. The instrument has gas dependency.
Locate the unit to position where influence of
Sensor head is exposed to water and oil.
contamination is minimal.
Evaporation heat is influencing the fluctuation of
value, due to the gradual evaporation.
Pressure differs actually.
Check with other pressure gauge.
Atmospheric pressure and zero point are out of Make atmospheric pressure and zero point
adjustment.
adjustments.
Filament or temperature sensor is shorted to the Measure insulation between each pin and the case.
case.
→ Replace the sensor head if insulation has
lowered.
Temperature sensor has burnt out.
Check the temperature sensor for continuity.
(ATM or 1000Pa constant)
→ Replace the sensor head if burnt out.

○ Serial communication cannot be established, sometimes with no response.
Possible cause
Corrective action
Erroneous wiring or burn-out of the cable
Correct the wiring and check continuity using a circuit
tester.
No setting terminator
Install a terminator in a terminating device if a number
of RS485 is connected or if the total length of
connected cables is 15 m or more.
Baud rate differs.
Adjust the baud rate.
Only ‘n’ is returned.
Check the command and the check sum.
Failure of internal circuit
Check and/or repair at ULVAC is necessary.
Cable is subject to electromagnetic induction Change the cable laying place or turn off a component
(due to external noise).
that can be a source of noise.
Baud rate differs minutely.
Decrease the baud rate and check.
* For the trouble of the display unit, if used, refer to its instruction manual, too. Also check if this
unit is operable alone. If measurement can be made with this unit alone, the cause of trouble is in
others.
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10.2. Checking the Filament and Temperature Sensor for Burnout
The diagram below shows the connection of the Pirani sensor head filament. Check continuity
referring to this diagram. The resistance of the filament is about 5Ω under atmospheric pressure and
that of the temperature sensor is about 1.1 kΩ under atmospheric pressure.
Beware of over-current
If the filament or temperature sensor is energized with an over-current of 2 mA
or more, it may burn out. Be alert to the current value on the measuring
instrument.
Also measure the resistance value under atmospheric pressure because in
vacuum, the filament and other components are heated and an accurate resistance
value cannot be measured.

Temperature
sensor
Approx. 1.1
kΩ
Filament
Approx. 5 Ω

Fig. 10-1 Sensor head filament and temperature sensor connection diagram

10.3. Insulation between Sensor Head Pin and Case
The insulation between pins, except for the sensor head filaments and temperature sensor unit pins, is
100 MΩ or more, and the breakdown voltage is 100 VDC.
If insulation resistance has decreased due to contamination or others, it will affect the pressure
indication, which differs depending on where insulation has lowered.
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11. Technical Data
11.1. Dependence on Gas Specie
Since this unit is based on a Pirani gauge, the pressure indication differs depending on the specie of
the gas measured.
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Fig. 11-1 Dependence on Gas Specie(Adjusted N2)
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Fig. 11-2 Dependence on Gas Specie(Adjusted: DRY Air)
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Fig. 11-3 Dependence on humidity Specie(Influence on atmospheric pressure level by the humidity)

11.2. Zero Point Adjustment and Atmospheric Pressure Adjustment
In this unit, the zero point and atmospheric pressure may be shifted by the following causes. If they
are not adjusted correctly, not only the error near the zero point and atmospheric pressure but also the
error of the entire pressure measurement range will increase.
(1)
Ambient temperature differs from the temperature at which atmospheric pressure or zero point was
adjusted.
→ Make adjustment again at the operating ambient temperature.
* Adjusted at about 25°C before shipment from the factory
(2)
The measuring gas is not Nitrogen
→ Please consider the gas relativity property of this gauge.
(3)
Deposited with oil or other contaminant
→ It is recommended to install an isolation valve to prevent contamination.
→ In a contaminating environment, it is recommended to replace the sensor head regularly.
(4)
Deposition of water content
→ It is recommended to install an isolation valve so that water content is not deposited.
Please consider measures to reduce water bedewing in humid environment.
→ If water content is deposited, the response speed decreases, especially on the zero point side.

11.3. Scheduled Adjustment
The frequency of adjustment should be decided by the user because the instrument may be used under
various environments, such as varying ambient temperatures or severe contamination with oil.
Tests at ULVAC showed that the same accuracy as that at the start of operation can be maintained by
conducting adjustment about once a month under the following conditions. That is, the instrument is
installed directly above the GVD-135A rotary pump, repeating venting to atmospheric pressure and
evacuation at a cycle of 20 seconds, and making adjustment indoors (at room temperature).
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12. Warranty
This product was shipped after rigid company inspection. However, in case any failure occurs under
ULVAC’s responsibility, such as defect in manufacturing and damage during transportation, Buyer shall
inform ULVAC, Inc. or the local ULVAC representatives. ULVAC will repair or exchange it at free of
charge.
Warrantable Items
1) This unit
Duration of guarantee
One (1) year after shipping date from ULVAC
Warrantee scope
1) Domestic business in Japan: Product, which has damage, caused by a failure on delivery.
2) Direct export transaction: Product, which has damage, caused by a failure on delivery.
The warrantee scope shall confirm to the new INCOTERMS.
3) Products not satisfying meet the standard specifications although the product is used
under the normal service conditions such as temperature range and power etc.
Response procedure
1) Domestic business in Japan: ULVAC send a replacement or Buyer return the defective
items to ULVAC, Inc. or to the local ULVAC representatives for repair. If field service
is required, Buyer shall ask ULVAC, Inc. or the local ULVAC representatives.
2) Direct export transaction: ULVAC send a replacement or Buyer return the defective
items to ULVAC, Inc. or to the local ULVAC representatives for repair. Return charge
shall be paid by Buyer.
Disclaimer
1) Failure occurred after expiration of warranty period
2) Failure caused by force majeure, such as fire, storm and flood damage, earthquake,
lightning strike, war etc
3) Failure occurred due to carelessness handling or faulty usage
4) Products remodeled, disassembled or repaired without ULVAC’s acceptance
5) Failure occurred under abnormal environment, such as intense electromagnetic field,
radiation, high-temperature, high-humidity, flammable gases, corrosive gases, dust etc.
6) Failure occurred by noise
7) Product deficiency or secondary damnification occurred to Buyer, from law suit to
ULVAC by third party for patent infringement.
8) Sensor head being used (expiration of life, measurement error, etc.)
9) Sensor head cable in use (cable burnout due to improper installation, poor contact, etc.)
Others
1) In case, special agreement or memorandum for specifications is made individually, the
descriptions are prior to this article “13 Product Warranty”.
2) Buyer shall inform ULVAC when this product is exported out of Japan. In the
meantime, Buyer shall take necessary procedures according to Foreign Exchange and
Foreign Trade Law.
3) As for the question and consultation, Buyer shall check the model and serial number
and ask the local representative or ULVAC, Inc.
4) The content of this document is subject to change without notice in future.
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13. China RoHS Declaration
Management Methods for Controlling Pollution by Electronic Information Products
This mark is applied to the electronic information product sold in the People's
Republic of China. The figure at the center of the mark is the validity date of
environmental protection. This product does not influence the environment, the
human body and the property during the period reckoning the manufacturing date
as long as the cautions for safe use regarding the products are observed.
*The environmental protection validity date is not the product warranty period.

Table. Making format for names and contents of hazardous substances or elements
Name of parts
Printed Circuit Board
Chassis
Connector
Label
Gauge Head

Pb
×
○
○
○
×

Hg
○
○
○
○
○

Hazardous substances or elements
Cd
Cr6+
PBB
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

PBDE
○
○
○
○
○

○: indicating that content of the hazardous substance or element in all homogeneous materials of the
part does not exceed the requirements for concentration limits specified by SJ/T11363-2006.
×: indicating that content of the hazardous substance or element in, at least one kind of, homogeneous
materials of the part exceeds the requirements for concentration limits specified by SJ/T11363-2006.
Producer may further explain the technical excuse to the items marked with “X” perspecific
conditions here.
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14. EC Declaration of Conformity
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15. Certificate of decontamination
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